Clean Trucking Rules: Opportunities to Transform Transportation in Colorado and Beyond
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CLEAN TRUCKING RULES TRIFECTA

• The Clean Air Act allows California the ability to develop its own rules for governing transportation emissions—states then can independently adopt these rules.

• Advanced Clean Trucks (ACT)
  • Requires manufacturers to make an increasing number of zero-emissions Class 2b-8 trucks available for participating states
  • Includes optional fleet reporting requirement which requires large employers (50 or more trucks) to report on fleet operations

• Heavy-Duty Omnibus Rule
  • Requires new fossil-fueled trucks rules to meet stricter NOx requirements, leading to significant AQ improvements

• Advanced Clean Fleet (ACF)
  • A rule with many components including requirements for government fleets to purchase EVs, for certain trucking segments to electrify earlier, and a complete phase out of fossil fueled trucks by 2045.
  • Rule will be finalized in 2022 and not available for states to adopt until 2023
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TAKE ACTION

Tell the Colorado Air Quality Control Commission to adopt Advanced Clean Trucks in 2022!

The state has the opportunity to start the process of adopting an Advanced Clean Truck rule in early 2022, when the Air Quality Control Commission will begin discussing this new standard.

We can't let this important opportunity pass us by...

Learn more and take action today! >>
WesternResourceAdvocates.org/action/advance-clean-trucks-in-colorado/